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Rachel presented “Are MAP and PDP Assignees Also Allowed Double Damages?” and addressed whether assignees of Medicare Advantage Plans and Prescription Drug Plans can recover double damages under the Medicare Secondary Payer Act. The presentation covered who the assignees are, how the obligations satisfy the MSP Act’s “demonstrated responsibility” requirement, the application of these issues to entities that have not accepted ongoing responsibility for medicals, as well as recent developments in secondary payer law.

Rachel also spoke on a panel titled “Best Practice Tips on MAP, Assignees, Providers and Beneficiary Claims.” The group discussed best practice tips for finding the Medicare Advantage and Prescription Drug Plan and considerations when responding to an Assignee’s claim for reimbursement. The panel also covered strategies that could prevent medical providers from filing MSP claims, and offered tips to prevent a claimant and/or counsel from seeking double damages under the MSP Act.

Click here to learn more about the conference.

About Rachel M. LaMontagne

Rachel M. LaMontagne is a partner in the Miami office of Shutts & Bowen LLP, where she is a member of the Class Action and Mass Litigation Practice Group. Rachel is an experienced litigator and concentrates her practice on handling personal injury protection litigation. She has coordinated precedent-setting, complex insurance litigation at the state and national level, including constitutional challenges and insurance policy and coverage interpretation matters relating to coverage, Medicare, fraud, coding and fees issues.

About Healthcare Education Associates

Since 2005, Healthcare Education Associates has provided the healthcare industry with crucial educational and networking opportunities covering important issues and topics. HEA has established itself as the leading provider of substantive, topical information for C-suite healthcare
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executives. More information may be found on their website.
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